
LAND & ACTIVITY EXPERIENCE 
PIZZICA LESSON  

TCE017 

 

 

Puglia combines ancient traditions with modern lifestyle. It is a crossroads of civilisations and cultures that have 

left their marks on the region, in monuments, architecture, art but also in the traditions, rituals, festivals and daily 

life. You can still find a world that preserves customs and almost secret, intimate traditions. Wherever you go in 

Puglia, music is in the air, especially in summer, hitting the countryside, towns, villages, palaces, convents, squares 

and even quarries. It is difficult to resist to the unique and overwhelming rhythms of “pizzica pizzica” once only the 

music played during the ritual to heal the “tarantate”, the women bitten by an imaginary poisonous spider, today 

the expression of apulian energy and vitality. Opposite interpretation of the dance: according to the Sacred story 

the apostles Peter and Paul during their journey of evangelization stopped at Galatina and visited the Basilica, 

which was from the Middle Ages until the late 50s of the twentieth century, the scene of mysterious phenomena 

associated with “tarantism”. It was believed that grateful for the warm hospitality received from a pious person St 

Paul gave the power to heal those who were bitten by poisonous spiders. Folks instead believed that only some 

players above all with the sound of the tamburello could help women recover from hysteria caused by this bite. 

Don’t miss the possibility to learn with your private professional teacher this funny dance which will let you enjoy 

2 hours of carefree gym. It is possible to arrange teambuilding performance for your business event where your 

delegates will be involved in a Tamborello and pizzica challenge.  

Estimated Total time for the activity: 2 hours / Mondays and Saturdays from May to September 

PRICE PER ACTIVITY- 2 hours – maximum 6 persons 
1 Pizzica dancer with music 

€ 250,00 
                                  
                                  

PRICE PER ACTIVITY- 2 hours – maximum 10 persons 
1 pizzica dancer + 1 Tamburello player 

€ 350,00 
                                  
                                  

PRIVATE PERFORMANCE price starting from  
The band 5 elements + 1 Pizzica dancer – SIAE excluded approx €195 

€ 1.500,00 

TEAM BUILDING ACTIVITY to be quoted according to requests 
 

All prices are VAT included 


